
Magical Child Art Charts or Art Prints are $9.95 for the print only.
Either chart or print can be ordered matted and ready to frame for  $25.95

     Matted prints, with backing, come in a clear protective sleeve and fit into any standard 11” x 14” frame.
Below are the chart centers for each sign. Outer rings are as shown above, each color coordinated to its center.  

The Magical Child Art Charts                   

Here are child-like versions of the twelve zodiac signs  that Maria Kay 
Simms first drew as illustrations for her book Your Magical Child.  
Later the art in full color  became an option for Art Charts through 
Astro’s chart service, and Maria also adapted her book text for an in-
terpreted report. Since then, the Your Magical Child report and Art 
Chart have become popular choices as gifts for new Moms. 

Now, the Art Chart designs have become even more colorful, and 
we also have decorative Art Prints for a child’s room, and colorful 
Note Cards that could accompany a baby gift, or might be used for 
thank you notes or a shower invitation. Look for these options on 
this website, too!  Magical Child Art Products include greeting cards 
and colorful art prints, matted and ready to frame for a child’s room.  
Then, of course,  there’s the book—now in Expanded 3rd Edition!  

YMC-1(Aries)           YMC-2 (Taurus)              YMC-3 (Gemini)                YMC-4 (Cancer)               YMC-5 (Leo)

YMC-6 (Virgo)             YMC-7 (Libra)              YMC-8 (Scorpio)         YMC-9 (Sagittarius)        YMC-10 (Capricorn)

YMC-11(Aquarius)          YMC-12 (Pisces)

As you can see, liberties have been taken with some signs to in-
crease their child-like appeal, and because Maria, in  designing 
them, thought of each as potentially a soft toy or perhaps an 
“Astro-Pet.”  So, for example, instead of a Maiden, the Virgo “pet” 
became the Unicorn that, according to myth,  comes tamely to 
a Virgin...or, in the poem,  “comes tamely to the  the Virgo born.”  
Poems beneath each chart or picture explain the sign symbol. 
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